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The Central Bank of Nigeria [CBN], in its  capacity as the regulatory

body for financial institutions in Nigeria,  recently,  pursuant to its

powers under the CBN Act,  particularly,  Section 2(d),  issued

operational guidelines for Global Standing Instructions [GSI] for

individuals [the guidelines]  to take effect from the 1st of August 2020.

This is  the most recent intervention of the CBN to restore the strength

of Nigeria ’s  f inancial institutions largely weakened by non-performing

loans.  The provisions of the guidelines will  be examined in this article,

highlighting the pitfalls  and proffering recommendations.
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   KEY ISSUES TO NOTE 

 APPLICATION

From the circular published by the CBN on the 13th of July 2020, the

guidelines are applicable to loans granted from the 28th of August

2019.  The guidelines will  unquestionably be inapplicable to loans

granted prior to this date.

DEFAULT 

The definition given to “default” is  simplistic and overreaching

especially if  the “failure to repay” the principal or interest is ;  ( i)  a

result of the failure of the Participating Financial Institution [PFI] to

fulfil  crucial  terms of the executed offer (i i)  a result of the loan not

becoming due but wrongly interpreted as such by the PFI (i i i)  a result

of disputed repayment terms or where the amount due is  disputed.

It is  clear that ‘default ’  as defined under the guidelines is  in favor of

the PFIs.  It  is  one sided as a PFI can trigger the GSI in an instance

where the loan is  disputed. Default must be clearly established before

there can be a GSI trigger.  To activate a GSI trigger on disputed loans

will  impose the PFIs as judge and jury in their own case and effectively

offend the principle of fair hearing as enshrined in the Nigerian

Constitution. 



Further,  there is  no mention of whether or not a demand will  be made

by a PFI before a GSI trigger is  activated.  The provisions of the law

are clear that a clear demand must be made by a creditor before any

steps are taken to recover a debt.  

These lacunae in the guidelines leave room for wide and subjective

interpretation, as to the events that must occur before a successful

GSI trigger can be activated.  It  will  amount to jungle justice for the

CBN by the provisions of these guidelines to usurp the powers of the

courts in relations to whether or not a debt is  due and if  proper steps

have been taken in accordance with the law as to its recovery.

Recourse is  therefore advised to be taken by the borrower,  who

together with the PFI,  will  access mechanisms put in place to

ascertain whether there is  a default before there is  a GSI trigger.

Lastly on this point,  although the guidelines make a fleeting reference

to Arbitration where there is  a disputed GSI transaction, it  is  unclear

how this will  play out considering key issues such as party autonomy,

appointment of Arbitrat0rs,  applicable laws,  setting aside and

enforcement of any award obtained in this regard. 



TRIGGERING EVENTS

It  is  noteworthy that the GSI guidelines are designed to be a ‘ last

resort ’  for PFIs to recover loans due for repayment.  This

presupposes that al l  other contractual and statutory remedies will

have been pursued by the PFI before activating the GSI trigger.

Given the relative ease inherent in this recovery procedure,  in

that it  is  inexpensive and timely,  it  is  l ikely to be subject to abuse

by PFIs .  To avoid this situation, it  is  recommended that PFIs

should be required to exhibit proof that other remedies have been

exhausted,  and this step,  must be made a condition precedent to

triggering the GSI,  much like the requirement for pre-action

protocols under the High Court of Lagos State {Civil  Procedure}

Rules 2019.  

 

The guidelines also define what qualifies as a successful  or 

 unsuccessful  GSI trigger.  The former occurs where ‘al l  or part of

the GSI trigger amount is  recovered’  while the latter signifies a

situation where ‘no funds are recovered that is  total  recovery

equals N 0.00.  In a situation where there is  partial  recovery,  will  a

PFI thus begin to explore other routes to recover the debt?  



NATURE OF ACCOUNTS AFFECTED

This,  perhaps is  touted by many as the most worrisome aspect of

the guidelines.  The proviso under Article 2.0 l ists joint accounts as

eligible bank accounts that qualify for the application of the GSI

trigger.  This inclusion is unwarranted and overreaching as only

parties to a contract are bound by its terms. Why should a joint

account holder [  a spouse or a sibling] bear liability for a contract

which he or she is  not party to? Can a PFI determine that the

funds in the joint account belong solely to the borrower? Will  a

PFI imply the consent of the co-account holder to the loan

agreement? These are important legal issues that need to be

addressed which will  ultimately test the efficacy of the guidelines.

The current position is an absurdity and PFIs will  potentially be

liable to a joint account holder in damages in the absence of

privity of contract.



CONCLUSION

Although the  current  percentage  of  Non-Performing Loans  [NPLs]

the  Nigerian economy is  worrisome,  the  guidel ines  as  couched,  are

superf luous  and largely  one s ided considering the  volume of

legis lat ion a lready in  existence on the  same subject  matter .  For

instance ,  the  Asset  Management Corporat ion of  Nigeria ,  a  body

establ i shed as  far  back as  2011 ,  has  as  part  of  i t s  object ives ,  

 acquir ing NPLs from banks .  

For  these  guidel ines  to  be  productive ,  i t  i s  imperat ive  for  the  CBN

together  with individuals/profess ional  bodies  that  represent  a

broad spectrum of  stakeholders  [other  than those  def ined under  the

guidel ines ]  to  re-evaluate  the  guidel ines  so  that  i t  accords  with 

 establ i shed principles  of  law.  The current  protocols  as  they stand

are  a  recipe  for  needless  and unwarranted l i t igat ion before  the

courts ,  as  borrowers  wi l l  seek avenues  to  exercise  their  r ights

against  unconscionable  act ions  by PFIs  and f inancia l  inst i tut ions .   

The above  s tands  as  an  independent  op in ion  o f  the  f i rm and i s  not  to  be  construed

as  l ega l  advice .  For  more  in format ion  on  the  above ,  p l ease  contact  us  at

enquir i e s@kasunmuschambers . com


